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Before you the gods humbly bow. 
Your arm has never known defeat. 
You are the wisdom of the Book of Books. 
How came you to appear, 
Robed in a tiger skin, standing 
on the black head of a wild buffalo ... ?1 

One of the primary deities of Hinduism is the Goddess, the 
embodiment of shakti or cosmic energy. She has many names and 
forms such as gentle Parvati, heroic Durga, or bloodthirsty Kali. These 
various forms, though they may seem to Westerners separate and 
distinct, are all properly understood as multiple manifestations of the 
supreme Goddess. 

A sculpture of Durga has recently been acquired by the University 
of Missouri-Columbia, one that exemplifies an icon type of great 
antiquity and importance in Tamilnadu in South India (fig. 1). Standing 
with both feet firmly planted in the samapada pose reserved for 
sovereign deities, the female warrior is said to embody the collective 
fiery substance (tejas or shakti) of the entire Hindu pantheon as 
externalized and directed against Mahisha-"Buffalo," the prince of 
demons. 2 Durga's autonomous character as denoted by this hieratic 
posture is in marked contrast with her alternative, perhaps better 
known, identity as the subservient Parvati, Shiva's quiescent wife. 
Insofar as the sculpture depicts her triumph as a fait accompli , it 
exemplifies what art historians have called the Victorious Durga type, 
one of four iconic variations on the theme of Mahishasuramardini, 
literally, Crusher-of-the-Buffalo-Demon. 3 

The great antiquity of this particular configuration, Durga standing 
in victory upon Mahisha's head, is evident from two unmistakable 
references to it in the Silappadikaram-the one quoted above, and 
another which speaks of Korravai, literally "the goddess of victory,,,4 
standing over the defeated buffalo's bleeding neck. 5 Since the text 
dates no later than ca. 450, 6 and is thought to contain material that is 
several centuries older still / this iconographic convention must have 
been established long before the oldest extant images of the type were 
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carved, in the seventh century. The apparent nonexistence of pre
seventh-century icons in Tamilnadu, whether of Durga or any other 
diety, has been expla ined by the hypothesis that only ephemera l 
materials were employed so long as the use of stone for icons was 
forestalled due to overriding funerary connotations that stone had 
carried in the region since megalithic times. 8 
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1. Victorious Durga, 
9th- 11th c., h. 1.410 
m, Museum of Art and 
Archaeology, Univer
sity of Missouri- Col
umbia , Ace. no . 
86.81 , gift of Mrs. Car
ol Brewster. 



2. Victorious Durga, Tri
murti Mandapam, 
Mahabalipuram, 
63 0- 668. 

The oldest extant prototypes of the Victorious Durga at Columbia 
date from the reign of the Pallava king Narasimhavarman I (630-668).9 
They consist of nine rock-cut images-seven at Mahabalipuram (e.g., 
figs. 2,3) and one each at Tiruchirapalli (fig. 4) and Singavaram (fig. 
5).1 0 Both their substantial number and iconographic variety seem to 
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confirm the impression derived from literature that the cu lt of Durga as 
guarantor of victory had risen to prominence in the region over the 
course of many earlier centuries. 

In addition to the pedestal-like employment of the buffalo head, a 
second feature of the Victorious Durga iconography of Tamilnadu that 
distinguishes it from Mahishasuramardini depictions elsewhere in 
India is its frequent assoc iation with se lf-immolating attendant figures. 
In both the Ad i Varaha cave at Mahabalipuram and at Singavaram the 
devotee kneeling to Durga's right is shown drawing a blood-offering 
from his own wrist (figs. 3, 5). Even more frequent and macabre are 
representations of the ultimate sacrifice, self-decapitation. As in the 
lower cave at Tiruchirapalli (fig. 4), a figure gripping his topknot in the 
left hand wh ile drawing a sword to his neck with the right is shown 
kneeling before Durga in the Draupadi Ratha, the Varaha Mandapam, 
and on the north wall of the eighth-century Shore Temple, all at 
Mahabalipuram, and also in north-facing niches of several Chola 
period temples." Again, both the regional specificity and great 
antiquity of these sanguinary offerings to Korravai, the victrix, are 
confirmed in Tamil literature. In the Silapaddikaram a warrior-clan's 
hymn beseeches her to: 
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3. Victorious Durga with 
Attendants, Adi Varaha 
Mandapam , Ma
haba lipuram, 630-
668. 



4. Victorious Durga with 
Attendants, Tiruchira
palli, lower cave, late 
7th c. 
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accept the blood that flows from our severed young heads, 

the price of a victory you granted 

to the powerful and valiant Eiyanars ... 

Accept the blood and flesh we offer you, 

in thanks for the great victories 
you showered on the Eiyanars 
when they adventured out on raids 
to seize vast herds of cattle. 12 



Similarly, in the MaQimeka/ai,1 3 a temple dedicated to Durga as 
Lady of the Forest is said to be surrounded by trees whose branches are 
"lowered by the weight of heads of men, who with unwavering mind 
have paid their 'I ife debts' by tying their heads to the branches and then 
cutting them off."14 

The earliest historical record of this grisly rite is dated to the year 20 
of the last Pallava king, Kampavarman (c. 890). A memorial stone 
dated to that year at Mallam, Nellore District, depicts the kneeling 
donor in the final act of proferring his severed head by its hair.1 5 The 
accompanying inscription registers a gift of land to his heirs and char
acterizes the decapitation as the culmination of a nine-fold offering of 
one's own flesh to Bhatari (Durga).16 

While textual references to comparable acts of abnegation may be 
cited from elsewhere in India,1 7 in iconic form they are virtually 
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5. Victorious Durga with 
Attendants , Singa
varam, late 7th c. 



nonexistent beyond the borders ofTamilnadu and neighboring Karnataka. 
The only exception, to my knowledge, is a fifth-century terracotta from 
Mathura. It depicts a bearded ascetic about to sever hi s neck with a 
sword but due to its fragmentary condition one ca nnot tell whether or 
not th~ goddess Durga was the intended recipient. 18 . 

The juxtaposition in Tamilnadu sculpture of these two motifs of 
decapitation, both in conjunction with Vi ctorious Durga images, 
rai ses an unexpected question . Could they be related? Could there be 
on some-poss ibly subl iminal-Ievel, a correspondence in identity or 
role between the buffalo-demon M ahisha, as Durga's archetypa l victim 
in myth , and her most stalwart human devotees in practice? Before 
attempting to formulate an explanation, it may be helpful to rev iew first 
the significance of Durga's other attributes, as presented by the 
Columbia image. 

Another standard attribute of a sovereign deity, in addition to the 
rigid samapada stance, is supernumerary limbs. 19 In contrast to the 
standard two-armed appearance of a goddess-as-consort to a superior 
male deity, independent manifestations of the Great Goddess in her 
own right have four or more attribute-displayi ng arms. The actual 
number of additional arms on a parti cular image is inconsequential : 
just a single extra pair is sufficient to recall to the text-informed eye an 
entire visva-rtJpa, or cosmic manifestat ion. According to the "Devi 
Mahatmya," for example: 

IThe demon Mahishal saw the Devi filling the three worlds with 
her sp lendor, bending low the earth with the force of her strides, 
scratching the sky w ith her pointed diadem, shak ing the nether 
worlds with the twang of her bowstring and stand ing there filling 
the ten directions of space with her thousand arms.20 

Yet with equal authority other tex ts describe her a lternative ly as having 
four, eight, ten , eighteen, or twenty arm s.21 The variance is only 
quantitative. The number of ayudhas ("weapons") that she can be 
shown as wielding, eighteen of which are enumerated in the " Devi 
Mahatmya," is only a matter of arti sti c convention , not theo logyY 
However, when only two of them can be shown , as in the Columbia 
image, they are invariably the ca kra , or discus, and the salikha, or 
conch-trumpet. Significantly, neither of these " weapons" figures in the 
subsequent narrative of actual combat with Mahisha and other demons, 
so they must be purely attributive in purpose. 

. Because they also happen to be two of the primary attributes of 
":Ishnu, on one level they are clearly intended to proclaim Durga's 
slbl.lng relationship to him . According to theogonies of the late epic 
perlod ,23 most notab ly the Hari va rnsa, Durga in her alternate form as 
Kall (I.e., Darkness or Sleep) was once born as the cross-uterine sister 
of Vi shnu 's dark avatar, Kri shna. This came about when Vishnu 
decided t<;> descend to ea rth as Krishna in order to oppose the evil King 
Kamsa. Vi shnu planned to be born to Devaki , Kam sa's cousin . Kamsa, 
however, having heard that an offspring of Deva ki 's would kill him, 
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had each of her babies slain. To protect himse lf, Vishnu persuaded the 
goddess Sleep (Kal i) to incarnate herself simu Itaneously in the womb of 
another woman. After the embryos were secretly exchanged, Devaki's 
surrogate daughter was ki li ed instead of her actual son Vishnu-as
Kri shna . For the assistance of the goddess Durga-Kali-Sleep, V ishnu 
blessed her as follows : 

. .. I will do a favour for you to make your glory on earth equa l to 
mine; you wi ll be goddess of the whole world .... You wi ll obtain 
an eternal place in the sky . ... You wil l be dark like my own 
sk in ... . You will have four stout arms like my arms .. . . Your 
shining face will be the ri va l of the moon. A triple diadem wil l bind 
your shining hair . ... You will be attended by throngs of grotesque 
ghosts, and by my command you will take a vow of eternal chastity 
and dwell in the triple heaven . ... You will adorn the earth with 
thousands of residences lshr ines dedicated to herl. With your 
retinue of ghosts you will receive an offering of sacrificial beasts on 
the ninth day of each month , for you wi II always be fond of 
sacrifi ces of flesh .... When men worship you you wil l protect 
them from capture, painfu l slaughter, the death of sons, loss of 
wealth, and danger of disease or death H 

Even the Tamil Silappadikaram, a text at least coeval with the 
Harivarpsa, refers to Durga as Vishnu 's younger sister/ 5 so it is 
perfectly understandable that they should share the discus and conch 
in South Indian iconography. But far less certain is the underlying 
connotation of these attributes, particularly when held by Durga. 

In a thorough study Wayne Begley has concluded that an actual 
disco id weapon, in use in India until the nineteenth century, gave rise 
to cakra symbolism in Vaishnava iconography; solar, imperia l, temporal, 
and other philosophical con notations were secondary accretions. 16 

But is this conclusion equal ly relevant for Shakta circ les, in which 
supreme deity is ascribed to Durga, the Great Goddess independent of 
her brother Vishnu or husband Shiva? Considering that she favors other 
weapons in her contest with Mahisha and his legions-a Shaiva trident 
first, with bow and arrows, sword, and club being mentioned next in 
frequency-why is the cakra given such prominence? Might it not be 
reminiscent of the quintessential anicon ic symbol of Shaktism, the 
sri-cakra? 

From the Shakta point of view, reabsorption in the Abso lute as 
Mahashakti ("G reat shakti") may be attained by awakening one's 
microcosmic sa kti that lies dormant in the lowest of six cakras (or 
nodes) along the spina l co lumn . Geometric diagrams or yanlras are 
employed to visualize these ca kras whi le others, and above al l th e 
sri-cakra or sri- ya ntra, are emp loyed as meditational aids for generat
ing the " intimate inner experience of the polar pl ay and log ic
shattering paradox of eternity and time."27 Because the sri-cakra , 
engraved on a metal plate, is frequent ly enshrined in South India as an 
aniconic object for worship of the Goddess ,28 the ubiquitous appear
ance of a ca kra in the hand of images of the Goddess may be 
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considered a didactic double entendre, signifying not only her kinship 
with Vi shnu but her inherent identity as Mahashakti as well. 

Likewise, it would be chauvinistic to insist that Durga's brother 
Vi shnu be awarded initial proprietorship of the sankha or conch. In 
addition to its familiar heraldic significance as a trumpet of warriors29-
c uriously, Durga is never credited with using the one presented to 
her by Varuna-the sahkha is also said to symboli ze, among other 
things, "the origin of existence ... because of the longitudinal form of 
its opening, [to] signify the yoni [vaginal, thi s especially when carri ed 
by Siva or ParvatT [i.e., DurgaJ and when used as an Independent 
cult object.,, 3o 

In short, both cakra and sailkha may be considered primary 
attributes of the Goddess in her own right. In form, both are congruent 
with universal assoc iations of the circular with the maternal. In 
function, they are also instruments of liberation: while the flaming 
di scus (created by the god Agni, "F ire") incinerates the forces of 
darkness, the sounding conch is sa id to dispe l ill usion. 31 Together they 
proclaim their wielder's identity as Source and Culmination, Mother
Ground of all being. 

The next (and penultimate) attribute of the Columbia Durga which 
must be deciphered before the sculpture's overall signifi cance may be 
ascertained is the lion-head clasp of her girdle. Thi s also is an attribute 
she shares with Vishnu in South Indian iconography generall y, and by 
extension with many other rega lly dressed figures, including temple 
guardians:32 Without any of the denotative ambiguity that surrounds 
the cakra and sankha , and as obviously as th e crown which Durga 
and Vishnu share, the I ion-head clasp alludes to sovereignty. The 
"king of beasts" has been preva lent in Indian art since the third century 
B.C. when the Maurya Empire drew freely upon Pers ian imagery, ifnot 
upon Persian workmanship as well, following Alexander's conquest of 
Persepol is. Sti II more perti nent is the fact that the I ion is in puranic 
literature (thou gh not yet in the ep ics) identi fied as Durga's vahana or 
vehicle. 33 The likelihood that this was a relat ive ly late development
~t least in South India-is hinted at in the same hymn of the 
Silappadikaram th at was quoted at the outset: 

You came wondering on a stag 
that proudly bears black antlers. 
You ho ld in your bracelet-laden hands 
a sword dripping with blood 
after you killed the buffalo demon .. . . 
Why must you stand on a fi erce lion 
whose eyes shoot darts of flame, 
holding in your fra il hand 
a discus and a conch?34 

Clearly by the mid fifth century, at the latest, a co nflation was apparent 
between the indigenous or southern convention of a stag vehicle and 
Durga's northern, ultimately Mesopotamian, lion vehicle. The indige
nous tradition did not eas il y cap itulate. Twice during the seventh 
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century at the southern site of Mahabalipuram, in sculptural contexts 
that otherwise may be considered imbued with northern ideas, the 
deer and lion both wait upon Durga (e.g., fig. 3) . A sculpture from 
Tanjavur District dated to the ninth century persists in showing 
exclusively the stag behind the goddess (fig. 6), and still in the mid 
tenth century both vehicles were being shown together. 35 

Though association of the warrior goddess with a lion may have 
been a relatively late intrusive element in South India, paradoxically, 
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6. Victorious Durga with 
Deer Vahana, from 
Tanjavur District, 9th 
c. , Madras Govern
ment Museum. 



7. Ishtar on Lion, from 
Tell Ahmar, 8th c. 
B . C. , Mu se e du 
Louvre, Paris. 

its origin may be traced back to the very beginnings of civi li zation 
further west. Surely it is not coi ncidental that the most powerful 
goddess of Mesopotamia, Ishtar-patroness of warriors and of love
also rode a lion (fig. 7). The ancient Egyptians varied the theme only 
slightly by visualizing their goddess of war as a woman w ith a lion's 
head. 36 Several millenia earlier, in about 6000 S.c. at prehistoric 
<;;:atal Huyuk, a mother goddess was depicted seated upon a lion 
throne, while hunters besought her blessing by wearing talismans of 
leopard skin. 37 
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The final characteristic of victorious Du rga icons wh ich figures in 
this interpretation is their orientation to the north. Of course images 
removed from thei r origi nal arch itectura l context have lost this attr ibute. 
However, among images sti ll in situ without known except ion after the 
eighth century, when Durga appears among the images that ring the 
external walls of a Shiva temple, she is assi~ned a niche on the north 
wall of the ardhamar)cjapa or antechamber. 8 While textual prescrip
tions for the or ientation of al l the images of deities in niches are 
known, 39 the rationale for their distribution is far from clear. With 
respect to Durga, Tartakov and Dehejia have observed that, given the 
easter ly orientation of most Hindu temples, her position on the north 
wa ll is in keeping with her place as consort, to the proper left side of 
Shiva within the inner sanctum. 40 However, it has recently been 
found, in a survey of forty-six early Cho la-period temples, that Durga 
faces north even on occidented, or west-faci ng, temples. 41 It is clear, 
therefore, that abso l ute directional placement overrides other considera
tions such as consort alignment or the sequence of c ircumambulatory 
encounter. 

What, then, might the north orientation of the Goddess of Victory 
mean? Might it simply reflect consc iousness of her alter-identity as 
Parvati , daughter of the Himalayas? Or w ith equal validity, might it not 
correspond to the epithet by which she is known in the Agama that 
specifies her north or ientation, Vindhyavasini, lady of the Vindhya 
mountain range that lies to the north of the Deccan?42 Perhaps. But 
another, not incompatible, exp lanation is suggested by ana logies 
drawn from directional symbolism in other pan-Indian contexts. It may 
be recalled, for example, that for the performance of Vedic sacrifice 
one of the three fire altars was designated the dak~ir)agni,4 3 or 
south-fi re, and that its function, in part, was to protect the sac red 
precinct from threatening forces, whether spiritual or human, that 
were perceived as emanating from the south. With simil ar logic, Indra, 
when still the most powerful deity of the Indo-European " invaders" of 
the subcontinent, was designated regent of the south. 44 Later, presu m
ably after all of India was more thoroughly Aryanized, Indra's place 
was changed to the direction of dawning-east. Yet a lingering st igma 
was still associated with the south, as evidenced by the fact that Yama, 
god of death and buffalo-rider(!), became its regent. 4 5 

When the two directional gestalts are juxtaposed, a possible 
connection is suggested. Given the overwhelming evidence of Durga's 
Dravidian or igins-at least insofar as she is Korravai, godd~ss of 
victorl 6-might not her north orientation in South Indian temples 
mirror exactly the defensive posture taken by ear ly Aryans toward the 
South? Might not the conceptua l face-off between Yama and Korravai 
be a vestige of the age-old confl ict between the northern Aryans and 
the southern Dravidians? 

Though not conclus ive, the appearance of a buffalo motif in the 
iconography of both Yama and Durga provides a tantalizing link, 
particularly in view of the buffalos' antithetical meanings. Whi Ie 
Durga's archenemy is the buffalo demon Mahisha (in sacerdotal terms, 
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the buffalo has always been the victim of choice for blood sacrifice), 
Yama, the Aryan "contro ller" of death, is symboliz~~ by a buffalo, 
insofar as Hindu vahanas have totemic sign ifi cance. This IS not to 
suggest that Yama and Mahisha were ever consciously equated-their 
mythic contexts are too far removed-but th~y may have had a 
common source in the realm of mundane and rrtual observance. The 
dark water buffalo, if for no other reason than its contrast in color with 
the typically white bos indicus, the sacred animal of India par 
exce llence, has long endured perceptions of being the specter of 
death. 

Speaking of the obvious contrasts in color, species, and associ-
at ion with deities between water buffalo and bos indicus, it must be 
stressed that they have not passed unnoticed by the authors of puranic 
myth. In fact, the Victorious Durga image appears in an entirely dif
ferent light when one reflects upon the dichotomy between Durga's 
victim Mahisha and her husband Shiva, whose vehicle is the bull 
Nandi. According to David Shu lman in a study of South Indian myth 
of unprecedented comprehens iveness, conflat ion of victim and hus
band does in fact sometimes occur. 4 9 In more than one retelling of 
the essential myth, afte r Durga cuts off Mahisha's head, she is horrified 
to find a linga (the phallic symbo l of Shiva) tied to his neck and must 
perform austerities to expiate the crime. Unwittingly, she had mur
dered a Shaiva devotee, if not Shiva himself in a temporary manifestation, 
as at least one version baldly surmises. 5o 

Without beginning to reckon with the numerous ramifications of 
this perplexing role reversal, nor another by which Mahisha's contest 
with the goddess begins with a sham courtship, it is sufficient for our 
purposes here to recall as a sort of va lidating paradigm the later and 
much-better-known Tantric images of Kali dancing upon Shiva's 
corpse. 5 1 Furthermore, sometimes Kali dances on the corpses of her 
devotees. This brings us back full circle to the early Tamil images of 
head-offeri ngs to Korrava i, both I iterary and scu I ptural. The recurrent 
association of self-decapitat ion with images of Durga standing on 
Mahisha's head cannot be fortuitous. The two decapitations are, I 
submit, virtually interchangeable. In the words of a Ca lcutta respon
dent to the question of what Mahisha stands for metaphorically, the 
contemporary reply rings true to anc ient (perhaps forgotten) archetypes: 
"he is US." S2 
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